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 IS NUCLEAR DETERRENCE ACCEPTABLE?
 Bernard T. Adeney

 One weapons with of the the is difficulties Gospel, knowing the where of good thinking to start. news about Can that we nuclear Goďs start
 weapons is knowing where to start. Can we start

 with the Gospel, the good news that Goďs
 presence has broken into our lives bringing reconciliation
 and peace? If so, we may never get beyond the stupend-
 ous invitation to love our enemies. Weapons of destruction
 seem far beyond the pale of godly good news . . .

 What if we start with consideration of judgement? That
 is closer to our subject. Nuclear weapons bring together
 human sin and divine retribution. The abomination of
 desolation (nuclear holocaust) is overshadowed by
 Goďs judgement, inherent in our own act of folly. We
 can at least hope that there will be a Rapture before that
 horrendous day. Such an approach as this leaves
 Christians as bystanders. At best our role is to help
 people off a sinking ship into the lifeboat of faith before
 the whole mess collapses.

 I admit that I am attracted to both approaches. But
 they are the escapist's way out. Neither grapples deeply
 enough with the 'fix' we are in, or with Goďs will for His
 people in the midst of it.

 The problem with nuclear deterrence is that it is
 neither an abstract nor a future problem. It is something
 North Americans are facing right now. The wealthiest

 You cannot tie someone to the
 railroad tracks and then escape
 responsibility by saying that

 you intended to cut them loose
 in time!

 nation with the most Christians is spending trillions of
 dollars on threats to destroy the earth. Meanwhile
 millions of people around the world starve. There ought
 to be some very good reasons for such a policy if we are
 to answer to God for our deeds.

 There are some very good reasons and some very bad
 ones. We cannot sort them all out here. What we will do
 is to consider the structure of moral reasoning that lies
 behind various positions, and then draw some tentative
 conclusions.

 There are some inherent and deadly paradoxes to the
 strategy of deterrence. One is that war is deterred by the
 manipulation of risks. Assuming that no one in their right
 mind wants nuclear war, the paradox of deterrence is
 that the danger of war is held off by the threat of war.
 Risks are deterred with risks. The greater the risk the
 more effective the deterrent. Threats to use nuclear
 weapons entail great risks because if the threat does not
 achieve its desired result, the threatener will have to
 carry out the threat - or lose credibility.

 T-A

 For deterrence to work, the threat must be persuasive.
 If the enemy can be convinced that you cannot or will
 not back down - but only then - deterrence can be very
 effective.

 If you bum your bridges so that you cannot retreat, your
 enemy has new calculations to make because he knows
 you can't do what you might prefer.1

 A doomsday machine that could blow up the whole
 world would provide an excellent deterrent to aggres-
 sion only if it could be rigged to go off automatically and
 necessarily in the event of aggression. Otherwise it
 would be ineffectual. Aggressors would know that no
 sane person would ever set it off. The effectiveness of
 the deterrent is directly related to the level and
 plausibility of danger it provokes.
 This poses an acute moral problem. Effectiveness in

 achieving a desired end is only one part of moral
 thought. Any action may be studied in terms of the
 morality of its intentions, the means employed and the
 outcome.

 The Intention Behind Deterrence

 Nuclear deterrence is frequently defended or damned
 on the basis of its intention. Is US nuclear policy intended
 to hold back world-wide tyranny or extend US power
 and influence? Do we wield these weapons to prevent
 nuclear war or to achieve world dominance?

 Some writers have attempted to justify nuclear deter-
 rence within the categories of just war theory by
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 appealing to intention. J. Bryan Hehir, a leading figure
 in the drafting of the US Catholic Bishops' pastoral letter
 on war and peace,2 does not believe that any use of
 nuclear weapons in warfare can be morally justified.
 Hehir argues that the purpose of nuclear weapons is
 deterrence and nothing else. Nuclear weapons are not
 made to be used and the intent to use them is not
 necessary to maintain the deterrent. There is a clear
 difference, according to Hehir, between deterrence
 policy and strategic policy. Deterrence policy has to do
 with declared intention and psychological warfare while
 strategic policy has to do with actual intentions and
 plans. Hehir says:

 The direct transition from intention to action ignores the
 institutional structure of the levels of strategic policy which
 allow ample room to distinguish declared intention from
 planned action.3

 In other words, stated national policy is never neces-
 sarily related to actual intentions at the bureaucratic
 level.

 The paradox of deterrence is
 that the danger of war is held

 off by the threat of war.

 According to Hehir, the goal of deterrence policy is to
 prevent war. He says,

 If conflict occurs this policy has failed and we move into a
 new realm of action, combat policy . . . the weapons exist
 to be not used; their purpose is to threaten, not to strike. If it
 is granted that this is the primary and actual purpose of
 these weapons, then the objection that they are indiscrim-
 inate weapons which can neither be used nor intended to
 be used is not pertinent. It does not pertain to their designed
 function; it would only be pertinent if the weapons designed
 for deterrence were perverted from their intended use and
 moved into the order of action termed combat policy.4

 Hehir has succeeded in proposing a solution that is
 both realistically perceptive of the way in which govern-
 ment works and which bypasses the major 'just war'
 objections to nuclear deterrence. In order to do this he
 must break the logical link between declared future
 policy and real future policy. The goals of declared
 policy and real policy are ultimately the same. Declared
 future policy has the goal of preventing war right now,
 by giving the appearance of being willing to commit and
 if necessary suffer a holocaust. Real future policy, which
 would become operational in case of war, also has the
 primary goal of avoiding the holocaust. The two kinds of
 policy are only apparently contradictory. They both aim
 to prevent nuclear holocaust.

 This unity of intention is held to justify the deception.
 It also provides the basis for avoiding the 'just war'
 objection that the deterrent threat is disproportionate
 and indiscriminate. The very purpose of the threat is to
 prevent indiscriminate and disproportionate warfare.

 But Hehir's solution is only a partial one in regard to
 'just war' criteria. No matter what the intent of the threat
 is, the actual threat remains disproportionate and
 indiscriminate. To quote Paul Ramsey, it is still a way of
 getting at the enemy's criminal intent by threatening his

 children.5 According to traditional moral theology it
 makes little difference that there is no intent to carry out
 the threat. The threat is still immoral. It does not help
 much that everyone knows that it might be a bluff. The
 value of the threat lies only in the degree to which it is
 believed.

 There are further difficulties too. Presumably only the
 President should know the actual intended use of the
 weapons. Thus the moral problem remains for all the
 rest of the people who can know only the external
 threat. Hehir's theory sounds like the midnight musings
 of a commander-in-chief. By definition it cannot provide
 the basis for a policy debate.

 Intent is a subjective category. No action or policy can
 be judged solely on the basis of an intended result,
 irrespective of planned preparations. Can presidents
 even know what their own intent will be, or how they
 will respond at the beginning of World War III? To judge
 a threat 'moral' because of a secret intent not to carry it
 out - this is to assume that action can be simply the
 result of internal moral decision. But in fact there are all

 sorts of structural pressures that deeply influence difficult
 decisions.

 If the real intent of a president is subject to change
 under stress, the same is even more true for a whole
 government! In a period of crisis, for example, President
 Reagan may not intend to use nuclear weapons while
 Secretary Shultz may strongly dissent. With division
 inside a cabinet, there would be immense pressure
 against a secret pacifist intent, especially when it was
 contrary to stated policy.

 There is a closer tie between external action (the
 threat and all the war preparations necessary to make it
 credible), and internal disposition (the secret intent), than
 Hehir admits. What people do affects what they think,
 especially if they do it for years on end. And so it is
 possible that a secret pacifist intent would be effectively
 undermined by the external action being taken to make
 the threat seem credible.

 Can presidents even know
 what their own intent will be,
 or how they will respond at the
 beginning of World War III?

 Unless the intent not to use nuclear weapons was pro-
 grammed in the technocracy that controls the weapons,
 there would always be the chance of their use by a
 preprogrammed bureaucracy, either through technical
 error or through an unforeseen chain of events that by-
 passed the presidential decision. If, however, the nuclear
 pacifist intent was programmed into the bureaucratic
 structure, the danger of a leak could make deterrence
 very unstable.

 Deterrence is not static. It is a changing structure that is
 continually affected by complex decision-making and
 bargaining. Hehir's escape-hatch from the nuclear quag-
 mire assumes that the non-use of nuclear weapons can
 be the result of a simple rational decision at the last
 minute. The type of bargaining that took place in the
 Cuban missile crisis illustrates the way in which a crisis
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 can develop in imperceptible stages, and just as gradu-
 ally get out of control.

 The idea that a president might be a secret nuclear
 pacifist is a reassuring thought; but it does not solve the
 moral problem of deterrence. Nor could such a presi-
 dent escape responsibility, if a nuclear war should occur,
 by appealing to his intentions. You cannot tie someone
 to the railroad tracks and then escape responsibility by
 saying that you intended to cut them loose in time!

 David Hollenbach, S.J., has presented an impressive
 refinement of Hehir's discussion of intent. Hollenbach
 sidesteps the moral discussion of nuclear deterrence per
 se and argues that we must shift the debate from deter-
 rence as an abstract idea, to a concrete examination of
 specific weapons system. He says:

 ... it is impossible to reach a moral judgment about the
 morality of nuclear deterrence as a general concept. The
 real question for moral judgment is whether a concrete
 strategic option will actually make the world more secure
 from nuclear disaster or less so.6

 In terms of political reasoning, Hollenbach distinguishes
 between 'intent to use' nuclear weapons and 'intent to
 deter' nuclear war. Weapons systems that are clearly
 intended to deter may serve the goal of disarmament.
 Weapons that undercut arms control (such as ground-
 launched cruise missiles), or are provocative (such as the

 3

 we accept the highest possible motives for nuclear deter-
 rence, such intentions cannot confer morality on the act
 itself. Will the same intentions be there tomorrow?

 The Results of Deterrence

 The favourite companion of good intentions are good
 outcomes. But the outcome of nuclear deterrence is
 even harder to determine than its intentions. The
 consequences of deterrence rest on the perception and
 calculation of unknown, indeed unknowable, events. In
 some cases, the difference between views of deterrence
 may be based on how the problem is perceived - for
 example, how likely an all-out nuclear war is, or how
 much likelihood can be tolerated in a given policy.
 Unfortunately, differences of perception are not usually
 matters of mere fact that can be settled by reasoned
 discussion. With an almost infinite number of potentially
 relevant facts to choose from, probability or improb-
 ability assertions are inevitably pleas to pay attention to
 some facts more than others.

 Sidney Lens and Robert Gardiner both consider the
 likelihood of general nuclear war as far past the point of
 tolerability.7 They depict the build-up of arms as not
 only immoral but irrational. In contrast, Frederick Bon-
 kovsky and Kenneth Waltz consider general nuclear war
 as practically impossible.8

 Sometimes different positions are held not on the

 The real issue is: what kinds of
 deterrence can be considered moral?

 Pershing lis and the MX), cannot truly be considered
 deterrents.

 Hollenbach's argument rests on the judgment that the
 moral task is to make the best of a bad situation. Given

 the fact of nuclear weapons and the dangers of unilateral
 disarmament, we are not left the option of moral or
 rational consistency. We must work to prevent nuclear
 war in ways that are politically realistic.

 Some of the same criticisms that apply to Hehir apply
 also to Hollenbach. The line between weapons intended
 to deter, and weapons intended for fighting wars, cannot
 be drawn clearly. In one sense all nuclear weapons have
 both intents. Nor can either intent be isolated from the
 other. By limiting moral engagement to proportionate,
 teleological reasoning, Hollenbach undercuts the pos-
 sibility of a radical critique of the status quo. Hollenbach
 is offering useful criteria for judging specific systems in
 the ongoing efforts to reform US nuclear policy. The link
 he forges between deterrence and disarmament offers
 hope of progress away from nuclear threats. But these
 assets have been disconnected from an ultimate moral
 engagement with the problem of deterrence.

 Intentions are notoriously hard to calibrate, even in
 the darkness of one person's soul, let alone in the policy
 of a mega-state. No doubt every possible motivation lies
 behind nuclear deterrence. But intentions will vary in
 their influence upon us, from person to person and from
 day to day. Those who make good intentions the
 primary moral justification of nuclear deterrence are
 building their moral house upon shifting sand. Even if

 basis of different perceptions of the problem , but
 different perceptions of the solution. Two authors may
 agree that the likelihood of a nuclear exchange is of
 unacceptable gravity, but may disagree on what is the
 best way to get out from under this threat. John Bennett
 is no less concerned about the danger of a nuclear
 exchange than Robert Drinan, but Bennett rejects total
 unilateral disarmament because, unlike Drinan, he is not
 convinced that such a step is either possible or likely to
 reduce the probability of nuclear holocaust.9

 Anti-war writers sometimes argue that unilateral dis-
 armament would automatically end the danger of
 nuclear devastation or at least substantially reduce it.
 Other scholars sometimes assume that any unilateral
 disarmament would upset the strategic balance and
 increase the likelihood of nuclear war. The problem is
 that, like nuclear war, nuclear disarmament is an
 unprecedented event, and any confident assertion of its
 results is a case of special pleading.

 There are brilliant arguments on both sides of the war
 of predictions: those that predict disaster from current
 policy and those that see disaster in disarmament. I
 confess to being more impressed with the former
 perspective. But neither will solve the moral dilemma
 because neither is anywhere close to proof.

 The problem is compounded by the confusion of
 morality with safety. This confusion can afflict people
 whatever their politics or religious commitment. Often
 we are dominated by fear when we look at the moral
 dilemma of deterrence. The only moral question be-
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 comes: 'How can we preserve our world, our children,
 in the face of nuclear weapons?' This is certainly an
 important question. It is a part of moral inquiry. But it is
 not the whole. It is a teleological, consequentialist
 question: What is the best way to protect our values and
 our future?

 Such questions powerfully motivate many people
 who are in the anti-nuclear movement. But they may just
 as easily be used to justify deterrence. If nuclear
 weapons are a permanent part of world culture, a
 deterrent to prevent their use might seem desirable. If
 morality equals safety, it is possible to argue that a
 nuclear balance is safer than a nuclear monopoly.
 If morality is equated with earth safety, there is no
 clear answer to the moral acceptability of nuclear deter-
 rence. The Physicians for Social Responsibility have

 Like nuclear war, nuclear
 disarmament is an

 unprecedented event, and any
 confident assertion of its results

 is a case of special pleading.

 produced a horrifying film titled ťThe Last Epidemic'.
 This film vividly depicts some of the unthinkable effects
 of nuclear war. At the close of the film the conclusion is

 given: This is intolerable; we must disarm, disarm to
 prevent nuclear war'

 Unfortunately many political analysts would accept
 the premise of intolerability, but not the conclusion of
 disarmament. For them nuclear deterrence is the best
 hope for the avoidance of nuclear war. The conflict
 brings us back to the same unverifiable predictions
 which base morality purely on outcome.

 If we are to get beyond a morality that is based on
 wavering, subjective predictions of how our nuclear
 policies will turn out, we must examine the act of
 deterrence itself. Deterrence can be scrutinized in terms
 of the means it employs, regardless of its intentions or
 outcome.

 The Means of Deterrence

 Deterrence through threat of punishment is a common
 part of moral life. Every area of public life includes real
 or perceived threats to motivate moral action. From
 library fines to life imprisonment, from grades to 'publish
 or perish', negative incentives are given to motivate
 acceptable behaviour. The real issue is: what kinds of
 deterrence can be considered moral? In civil law,
 deterrent threats are limited by the civil rights enjoyed by
 individuals in society. A restaurant may threaten not to
 serve people who are improperly dressed; but may not
 threaten to shoot them.10

 International war breaks down the moral limitations
 which normally govern people. 'Just war' theory and its
 offspring, international law, have tried to place moral
 limits on behaviour in war. Some success has been
 achieved in areas such as canons for the treatment of
 prisoners. But deterrence in peacetime has largely
 escaped even theoretical restraint. Successive Christian

 presidents have threatened massive nuclear strikes if US
 interests were attacked. Even the pastoral letter of the US
 National Council of Catholic Bishops failed to judge
 decisively for or against nuclear deterrence.11

 One of the most important attempts to find a moral
 justification for nuclear deterrence was made by Paul
 Ramsey. The problem for Ramsey is that strategic
 nuclear weapons cannot be deterred with fractional
 kiloton tactical weapons. Massive strategic weapons that
 can rip away a portion of a country must be deterred
 with similar monstrosities. City strikes are deterred with
 city strikes. That appears to spell the end of 'just war'
 theory. Classical moral theology always held that an
 intention to do evil is wrong. In 1961, in his first book,
 Ramsey argued vigorously against deterrence. Basic to
 his advocacy of limited unilateral disarmament was the
 belief that if it was wrong to use large nuclear weapons,
 it must also be wrong to threaten to use them. Ramsey
 puts the issue starkly by drawing an analogy with
 domestic society. He suggests that it is wrong to get at
 another person's murderous intent by threatening his
 children. Thus Ramsey ruled out the deterrent posses-
 sion of weapons that could not morally be actually used.
 He also argued (from Herman Kahn) that a deterrent was
 not credible if there was no real intent to follow

 through.12
 Two years later Ramsey changed his mind and

 worked out a highly subtle moral justification for
 retaining large nuclear weapons for deterrent purposes.
 A significant factor in this change was his reversal on the
 necessity of intent to back up deterrence. Ramsey came
 to believe the position he had earlier ridiculed, that the
 simple existence of large nuclear weapons was sufficient
 to deter the Soviets. Intent to use them was not

 necessary.
 Nevertheless, Ramsey believed that there must be

 some valid moral use for strategic weapons, or their
 possession could not be justified. The valid use he
 proposed was a counterforce use against hardened
 missile silos, and similar targets. The US should not
 intend to use large nuclear weapons against cities, but
 through the possession of large weapons for counter-
 force purposes could still deter the Russians. Deterrence
 would be achieved for two reasons: first, counterforce
 warfare at its highest would involve great civilian
 'collateral damage', and could serve as a deterrent
 without murderous intent, because of the principle of
 double-effect. Second, great weapons have two inherent
 possible uses. Although we say we will use them only on
 military targets, the enemy can never know we will not
 use them on cities. And if these two reasons are not

 sufficient, 'Then an apparent resolution to fight war
 irrationally or at best an ambiguity about our intentions
 may have to be our expressed policy'.13

 Ramsey's first argument bases deterrence on a willing-
 ness to use large nuclear weapons in a counterforce way
 which will inevitably be disproportionate. His second
 and third points depend on the appearance of an intent
 to use them on cities if necessary. This basis for deter-
 rence assumes that the willingness to act disproportion-
 ately - quite deliberately - is morally permissible as long
 as discrimination is retained as a secret intention.
 Ramsey attempts to get past this apparent separation of
 discrimination from its base in proportionality by arguing
 that the potential for disproportionate use implied in the
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 Is Nuclear Deterrence Acceptable? 5

 deterrent threat is not itself disproportionate to the
 political good of deterrence. This is tortuous logic. And
 we must ask: can intentional, potential disproportion be
 compared to its hoped-for deterrent effect in such a way
 as to produce a result that is intelligible? I believe the
 answer must be No. Intended, disproportionate use is
 still a means of threatening 'the other man's children in
 order to get at his murderous intent*.
 Ramsey's proposal can work only if the factors to be
 compared are carefully selected. (If you compare the
 destructiveness of a major counterforce attack with the
 good of restraining Russia, it is difficult to maintain that
 proportionality is met. If you compare the intent to
 wreak the damage of a counterforce strike with the good
 of restraining Soviet aggression, the traditional mode of
 reasoning is still violated. If you compare the good of
 world peace and the maintenance of the deterrence with
 the danger that the intent to wreak the damage of a
 counterforce strike might have to be carried out, then
 proportionality may be met.)
 Of course the assumption must be that the danger will

 not usher in the actuality of nuclear war. Even with the
 loaded deck of Ramsey's proportionality equation, the
 proportionality is dependent upon the prediction that
 the counterforce strike will remain no more than a

 danger. Only as long as it works is it possible to argue
 that deterrence maintains more good than it produces
 evil.

 Ramsey's equation has compared only the best
 possible outcome of deterrence (world peace), with the
 worst possible outcome of the removal of the deterrence
 (universal tyranny or the unrestrained use of nuclear
 weapons by one side). A more accurate comparison
 would be between the dangers of deterrence and the
 dangers of nuclear disarmament. Unfortunately neither
 set of dangers can be measured in any meaningful way.

 Ramsey's use of proportionality is also inadequate in
 assessing the actual good and evil of deterrence.
 Ramsey compares the best possible good of deterrence
 (world peace), with a very limited assessment of the evil
 of deterrence (that it is expensive and creates the
 possibility of our initiating a counterforce nuclear strike).
 An assessment of the present actual, as well as the future
 possible, costs of deterrence is beyond the scope of this
 article. There are large material costs that involve just
 issues. There are costs related to the danger of escala-
 tion. And there are incalculable moral, spiritual and
 psychological costs of living with the threat.

 Only as long as it works is it
 possible to argue that

 deterrence maintains more
 good than it produces evil.

 Ramsey obviously does not want nuclear war. He re-
 cognizes that most arguments would become irrelevant
 once there was an exchange of large nuclear weapons.
 Ramsey's position is therefore based on the necessity he
 perceives of being able to fìght a limited nuclear war
 with small nuclear weapons while at the same time

 limiting through deterrence the temptation of either side
 to escalate towards megaton bombs.

 Ramsey's attempt to argue from 'just war' principles to
 deterrence is a failure.14 But the problem he perceived
 and tried to address remains unsolved. J. Bryan Hehir
 comments, 'The point is not that any moralist finds the
 paradox of deterrence acceptable; it is rather the paucity
 of alternatives which are both morally acceptable and
 politically viable'.15 The problem is that the real intent of
 the intended threat is to prevent what is threatened! The
 weakness of the argument is that no one can guarantee
 that the deterrence will never fail. If it fails, the deterrent
 threat, no matter how pacifistic its fundamental motiva-
 tion, could become the stimulus to genocide.

 Moral Criteria for Deterrence
 What are the criteria for the limitation of deterrence? At
 least five principles apply. First, the threat must be
 against the guilty; it must not be indiscriminate. For
 example, we do not threaten the children or the
 neighbours of criminals. Second, the threat must specify
 the crime. It must not be arbitrary or subject to whim. For
 example, we do not threaten to shoot someone who
 does something very bad. Next, the threatened punish-
 ment must be proportionate to the crime; we do not
 threaten life imprisonment for littering. Fourth, there are
 firm moral limits on what may be threatened, no matter
 what the crime. These limits have to do with protecting
 human dignity from cruel and unusual punishment. For
 example, we do not threaten rapists with rape or sadists
 with torture, even though those punishments might be
 proportionate to their crimes.16 And, fifth, the threat
 should be credible. It should be capable of being carried
 out. This includes 'believeablity', political and moral will,
 and effective means. For example, we would not
 threaten to send all criminals to a moon colony.

 The present structure of us nuclear deterrence policy
 clearly violates all of these criteria. We do not need to be
 ethically brilliant to understand that nuclear deterrence is
 morally problematic. It involves a massive indiscriminate
 threat against a non-specific crime that is so far outside
 the boundaries of proportionate reason and moral limits
 that the very threat is incredible. Nuclear deterrence,
 whether based on a counter-force threat or a threat of

 mutually assured destruction, involves the genocidal
 threat to massacre millions of people in order to deter
 their leaders. This kind of reasoning leads to the stark
 moral statement printed on a Sojourners poster: 'It's a
 sin to build a nuclear weapon'.

 The Reality and Necessity of Nuclear Weapons
 If the immorality of nuclear deterrence is as clear as this,
 why is there so much controversy over it? Especially
 worrying is the lack of anything near consensus in the
 Christian community. After a particularly convoluted
 public debate over deterrence policy at a Christian
 seminary, one frustrated audience member held up the
 above-mentioned poster and exclaimed, 'If the Church
 can't get behind this statement, what can it agree
 upon?!' Even if Christians can't agree on the justifiability
 of war to oppose evil, surely they can stand against the
 use of weapons that threaten the extinction of human
 life!'

 Let me suggest two reasons why such a consensus is
 not possible. First is the material reality that nuclear
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 weapons are a seemingly permanent fact of modern life.
 Nuclear deterrence is as embedded in the political,
 social and economic structures of American life as the

 nuclear family. Most Americans feel wedded to nuclear
 deterrence by the political necessities of national de-
 fence. Since there is no defence against nuclear attack,
 deterrence is the only choice we have. Ron Sider's and
 Richard Taylor's book is one attempt to offer alternatives
 to this determinism.17 But for most Christians the
 question 'Is deterrence morally acceptable?' is a little like
 asking, 'Is cancer acceptable?' Of course iťs not accept-
 able! But if iťs real and you can't get rid of it, you have to
 live with it; and don't ask too many questions.

 One response to the permanent presence of death in
 our midst is avoidance. This may receive theological
 justification in an emphasis on the sovereignty of God or
 the imminence of the return of Christ. Fatalism, how-
 ever, has very little Biblical warrant. Cancer may not be
 avoidable. But it need not be promoted!

 Underlying the apparent permanence of nuclear
 weapons lies a second barrier to moral clarity on this
 issue: the conviction that nuclear deterrence is both
 politically and morally necessary to restrain evil in the
 world.

 In a brilliant book on modern 'just war' theory,
 Michael Walzer recognizes the paradox of trying to
 combine nuclear defence with moral reasoning. Walzer
 recognizes more clearly than most 'just war' theorists
 that deterrence cannot be justified by 'just war' theory.

 Walzer's description of deterrence is extremely opti-
 mistic. He sees it as a (so far) bloodless strategy which is
 easy to live with because it accomplishes so much with
 so little cost. Nevertheless Walzer says deterrence 'is
 immoral. The immorality lies in the threat itself, not in its
 present or even its likely consequences ... It is a
 commitment to murder'.18

 Even the commitment to counterforce alone cannot
 solve the problem because 'the new technology of war
 doesn't fit and cannot be made to fit within the old
 limits'.19 The reason, according to Walzer, is that even in
 strict counterforce warfare the collateral damage would
 be disproportionate and, in any case, the formal limits
 of counterforce war would almost certainly not be
 observed.

 Walzer's critique of Ramsey is decisive. He also
 implicitly condemns Hehir's separation of threat and
 intent, although his own position is the same as Hehir's
 in practice. He says the bomb

 ... is designed to kill whole populations and its deterrent
 value depends upon that fact, (whether the killing is direct
 or indirect) . . . And men and women are responsible for the
 threats they live by, even if they don't speak them out loud
 . . . Unless we give up nuclear deterrence, we cannot give
 up such threats, and it is best that we acknowledge what it is
 we are doing. The real ambiguity of nuclear deterrence lies
 in the fact that no one, including ourselves, can be sure that
 we will ever carry out the threats we make.20

 In spite of the immorality of deterrence, Walzer says
 we cannot give it up. We cannot give it up because the
 values it defends cannot be relinquished. These values
 are the core basis for the justification of war. Walzer's
 argument implies a recognition that if the moral rules of
 warfare are observed then deterrence must be given up
 and if deterrence is abandoned, the justification of war
 will be lost. Defence without deterrence is impossible.

 Nuclear deterrence is as
 embedded in the political,

 social and economic structures
 of American life as the

 nuclear family.

 Therefore victory within the boundaries of morality is
 impossible. Walzer says,

 We see appeasement or surrender to involve a loss of
 values central to our existence as an independent nation-
 state. For it is not tolerable that advances in technology
 should put our nation at the mercy of a great power willing
 to menace the world or to press its authority outwards in the
 shadow of an implicit threat.21

 The implication is that the moral limits of war
 embedded in the rules of just warfare must be given up
 in order to preserve the rights of self-defence.

 Against an enemy actually willing to use the bomb, self-
 defense is impossible, and it makes sense to say that the
 only compensating step is the (immoral) threat to respond in
 kind. No country capable of making such a threat is likely to
 refuse to make it. What is not tolerable will not be
 tolerated.22

 There are three claims implicit in Walzer's position.
 One is that in the kind of world we live in, the ability of
 the United States to resist Soviet aggression is a higher
 moral value than the preservation of consistency in just
 war theory. Another claim is that the threat to do massive
 evil is not as bad as actually doing it; and if the threat can
 prevent the actuality we must threaten it, even if it is evil.
 Thus he says, 'We threaten evil in order not to do it and
 the doing of it would be so terrible that the threat seems
 in comparison to be morally defensible'.23 This is a little
 misleading since the threat is not intended to stop our-
 selves , but stop the Soviet Union! The threat increases
 the danger of our performing it.

 The third implicit claim in Walzer's position is that it is
 politically impossible for a nation to give up the
 deterrent threat when the threat is the only means of
 defence. Walzer's argument is that with nuclear weapons
 true necessity has intervened, and forced a nation to
 resort to immoral means because its very survival is at
 stake. Nuclear weapons have created a permanent
 supreme emergency.

 Walzer's category of 'supreme emergency' was created
 to explain extreme emergencies in rare cases where 'just
 war' theory must be violated for higher ends. What
 happens when supreme emergency becomes an every-
 day permanent reality? Walzer does not shrink from the
 inevitable conclusion:

 Nuclear weapons explode the theory of just war. They are
 the first of man's technological innovations that are simply
 not encompassable within the familiar moral world. Or
 rather our familiar notions about jus in bello require us to
 condemn even the threat to use them. And yet there are
 other notions also familiar, having to do with aggression
 and the right of self-defence, that seem to require exactly
 that threat. So we move uneasily beyond the limits of justice
 for the sake of justice (and peace).24
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 Nuclear weapons explode 'just war' theory because
 with them either the justification of war or the moral
 limits of warfare must be given up. Walzer chooses to
 give up moral limits in the case of deterrence, and
 supports the right of defence in spite of the possible
 consequences. His position bears a family resemblance
 to Augustine who was impressed with the horror of war
 yet could not give up the right of defence.
 The other option is to give up the justification of war
 and accept the consequences of defencelessness. Walzer
 cannot accept these consequences, partly because they
 are politically impossible. As long as the Soviet Union
 continues to display aggressive behaviour and possess
 nuclear weapons, it is practically impossible to conceive
 of the United States giving up nuclear weapons.
 Another reason that Walzer cannot give up the right of
 defence is that the prototype of war that underlies his
 whole 'just war' theory is resistance to a genocidal
 power , such as Hitler was in relation to the Jews.
 Throughout Walzer's book the spectre of defeat that is
 pictured is the spectre of a Hitler or a Stalin without
 opposition. Walzer does not believe that evil powers can
 be tamed by anything less than all-out resistance.
 Ultimately Walzer does not believe that there can be any
 limits to a war against force like Nazism. He says;

 ... it is possible to live in a world where individuals are
 sometimes murdered, but a world where entire peoples are
 enslaved or massacred is literally unbearable. [Challenges
 such as Nazism] . . . bring us under the rule of necessity and
 necessity knows no rules.25

 Nuclear weapons explode 'just
 war' theory because with them
 either the justification of war or
 the moral limits of warfare
 must be given up.

 For Walzer the right of just defence cannot be given up,
 even if it means the end of 'just war' theory. These are
 powerful thoughts, which challenge the superficiality of
 those who assume that only irrational fear and a suicidal
 arms race prevents the United States and the Soviet
 Union from living in harmony with each other.
 On the other hand, to picture us/Soviet nuclear

 competition as a type of Allied resistance to Nazism may
 be even more dangerous. Compromise with the Soviet
 Union is often referred to as analogous to appeasement
 at Munich. Yet there are at least three major differences.
 Firstly, the Soviet Union is not Nazi Germany, even if it is
 an oppressive system. The Soviet Union could never
 succeed in dominating the world in the way that Hitler
 envisaged it, even if the Soviet leaders had unimpeded
 military power and wished to do so.26 Secondly, a
 nuclear war would be far more disastrous than Soviet
 domination, even if the Soviets were as bad as the Nazis.
 Even the horrors of world-wide Stalinism (if such a
 system could survive on a world wide basis), pale in
 comparison to nuclear war. And thirdly, the Munich
 analogy deceptively increases polarization and ignores

 the tremendous incentives that exist for both sides to
 maintain peace.

 Nuclear war is not a subset of a war of defence against
 aggression. Perhaps the most dangerous tendency is to
 think of nuclear war in the same way as we think of
 conventional wars in the past. If the demise of 'just war'
 theory forces us to choose between the justification of
 war and the moral limitations of warfare, the choice must
 not be made on the basis of obsolete images of war.
 Deterrence institutionalizes a means of defence that
 outrages the assumptions of 'just war' theory. The
 former US Ambassador to the Soviet Union, George
 Kennan, remarked:

 If we must defend our homes we should do so as well as we

 can in the direct sense but we ought never to take part in
 making millions of women and children and non-combat-
 ants hostages for the behaviour of their governments ... it
 will be said to me: This means defeat. To this I can only
 reply: I am sceptical of the meaning of 'victory' and defeat
 in their relation to modem war between great countries. To
 my mind the defeat is war itself. In any case it seems to me
 that there are times when we have no choice but to follow
 the dictates of our conscience, to throw ourselves on God's
 mercy, and not ask too many questions.27

 It has always been questionable whether the issues
 that provoke wars outweigh the destructiveness of war
 itself. In the past it was at least plausible to argue that
 they did. It is no longer plausible. If the destructiveness
 of conventional warfare could be seen as preventing an
 even greater evil, the same could never be said for
 nuclear war. The evil it threatens cannot be surpassed.

 We live in an age when the evil of Hitler, Stalin and
 Amin could all be dwarfed by the pressing of a button.
 Christians must not fail to utter a clear No! to any policy
 that threatens such horrors. The act of nuclear deter-
 rence is in itself a terrible moral evil, regardless of its
 intentions or outcome. The evil of this act is so
 embedded in today's international political order that it
 is difficult to see how we can escape. Moral clarity on
 deterrence does not, by itself, impart wisdom as to how
 our political leaders may lessen the criminal burden of
 the possession of nuclear weapons in an unstable world.
 The 'How?' of nuclear disarmament is much more
 difficult than the 'Whether?' But the complexity of our
 task should never be used to hide the stark truth: the

 threat embedded in our poised missiles is an evil
 threat. ■
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 8 Transformation

 BEYOND MAD:
 AFFIRMING THE
 MORALITY AND
 NECESSITY OF

 NUCLEAR
 DETERRENCE

 Dean C. Curry

 Two questions stand above
 all others: can nuclear war be
 just and can nuclear deterrence

 be just?

 One public attention of the debate most given over remarkable to defence its moral aspects policy dimensions. has of the been recent There the
 public debate over defence policy has been the

 attention given to its moral dimensions. There
 can be little doubt that the Catholic bishops' pastoral
 letter on war and peace was in large part responsible for
 sensitizing the American public, and its policy-makers, to
 the reality that issues of defence policy are, intrinsically,
 moral issues.1 While the Catholic bishops may not have
 succeeded in altering US policy, they did succeed - we
 can only hope permanently - in redefining the context
 within which American defence policy is debated. It is no
 longer possible for strategists or policy-makers to formu-
 late policy without reference to the ethical consequences
 of their decisions.2

 What, then, are the moral issues which have stimu-
 lated the debate over defence policy? The debate is not
 about the legitimacy of American national defence per
 se. To the contrary, the moral debate over American
 defence policy has been conducted within the moral
 parameters of the just war tradition. In other words, for
 the relevant elites directly involved in this national
 conversation, the engagement point is not the morality
 of a national defence; all of these elites accept the moral
 duty of the United States to defend its citizens and its
 interests. This is not unimportant. For it needs to be
 recognized that the current debate over the moral
 dimension of US defence policy has little, if anything, to
 do with the merits of traditional pacifism or the just war
 doctrine. After all, for those who believe in the immoral-
 ity of all war, the case is closed - no war is just and no
 national defence based on the actual or potential use of
 lethal violence is morally legitimate.

 The actual locus of debate, therefore, is not war it-
 self, but The Bomb' - that awesome human creation
 which, as Albert Einstein prophetically understood, 'has
 changed everything'. In 1946, Bernard Brodie - one of
 the first Americans to think seriously about the implica-
 tions of nuclear weapons for the United States and the
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 - ORLANDO COSTAS

 The editors heard as this edition was going to press oí
 the untimely but not unexpected death from cancer; öj
 Orlando Cöstas, of Costa Rica, Dean of Andoýer
 Newton Theological Seminary, Boston: They -are sure
 that readers of Transformation will wish to convey their
 deepest sympathies to his widow Rose and their
 children. Orlando was an important and iņspiring^cpl-
 leagu'e in the movement for evangelical social ethics. out
 of which Transformation was born. A full appreciation
 will appear in the next issue of Transformation -i
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